Problem setting and notations
The variational formulation of (1.1) is: We assume that the coefficients sufficiently smooth, that a.ij = aji where h^ = diam A'; qk = sup{diam5" : 5is a ball contained in K}; h = maxhft. Also as it is usual we will require that no vertex of any closed triangle K belonging to r^ lies on the interior of a side of another triangle and that the union of all the triangles gives Q. The quadrature rule is first defined on a reference element K as G K.
I< 1=1
We denote by Ei<(f) an error of the quadrature rule for the element K G r h , i.e. 
I<=rh i
Throughout the text we assume that the quadrature is exact for the polynomials of a degree 2k -2, i.e.
By [7, Th. 4 has the same eigenvalues and eigenfunctions as (2.9) except for fx = 0 since Range T C V. From now onward we will examine the relations between the eigenvalue problem (2.11) and its approximation (2.10).
In our text we will often refer to the fact that the operator T : L 2 -• L 2 is compact and that the boundary value problem (2.7) is "regular" in the sense (see [7] ) 
In the finite dimensional space P k (K) all the norms are equivalent so
Taking into account the fact that
Assuming that u, v G P k {K) by the standard reference element technique and by (3.4), we arrive at
The last result implies (3.3) since:
Now we are in a position to prove (3.2).
Proof. Making use of the a-projectors defined in (2.13) we get (3-6) ||(T-T fc )t>h||o < H/ifcllo + ll/afcllo Combining (3.7)-(3.9) we arrive at: \\f 2 h\\ 0 < II/2/1II1 < Ch\\v h \\ Q , which together with (3.6) yields (3.5).
•
Estimates for eigenfunctions
Let the spaces H,Vh and the operators T, Th, ThYlk be complexified in the usual manner. Having established (3.1) and (3.2), we can apply the classical results on eigenvalue approximation from [8] . Let /io be an eigenvalue of T with a finite multiplicity m. Let us observe that the operator T : L 2 -¥ L 2 is selfadjoint with respect to the scalar product a, because for any u,v € H we have a(Tu,v) = b(u,v) = b(v,u) = a{Tv,u) = a(u,Tv). Thus the invariant subspace M for T and ¡JLQ 0 is equal to the eigenspace, so M = Ker(^0 -T).
Let r = O(fio,r) be a circle with a centre /¿o and a radius r < 0. Let R lie in the resolvent set g(T) and enclose no other points of the spectrum <t(T). By [8] 
It is known that the so-called gap 6 H (M,M FL )
is a good measure of the eigenfunction approximation. Let 
.4) S H (M, M h ) = 6 A (M, M H ) = 6 H (M h , M).
Now we will pass to the estimate of 6h(M, Mh) which seems much easier than an evaluation of 6tf{Mh, M), because in the definition (4.3) of 6h{M, Mh) the supremum is taken over <p G M and we can assume that the functions tp £ M are sufficiently smooth. Therefore a high convergence rate can be expected. In the definition (4. Since Rz(T)ip = z2 y>, for <p e M, by the property (4.1) we have
Thus the first term in (4.9) is bounded by CWz(ip).
As to the second term is concerned, let us observe that (I -II/iX^1 -^aII/i) -~ II/J^) while
Therefore the second term in (4.9) is equal to (I -Ilfc^X^V) = (I ~ The above analysis together with (4.9), (4.7) and (4.4) prove (4.8) .
• Now a quick glance at (4.11) is enough to draw the conclusion (4.10).
• Lemmas 1, 2 enable us to prove our main result. Proof. Throughout the proof we will consider <p 6 M such that ||<^||0 = 1. Since in the finite dimensional space M all the norms are equivalent, we wiU be able to bound |M|fc+1, IM|fc+li<x>, IML-i,«» IMIi.a b y a constant C. Lemma 1, the property (2.12) and the Aubin-Nitsche lemma imply The classical £°°-estimates in FEM (see [7] ) account for Combining (4.23) with (4.14)-(4.16), (4.13) and (4.8) we obtain our assertion (4.12). .
Final remarks:
1) About the smoothness of eigenfunctions in general case it is only known that the eigenspace M is a subset of HQ D H 2 . No better regularity result is available for J?-a polygon. However in a specific case M may be a set of very smooth functions. For example for the square i? = (0, tt) x (0,7r) and laplacian L, the operator T = X -1 has eigenvalues fi nm = l/(n 2 + m 2 ) with eigenfunctions (p -(sin nx)(sin mx) of class C°°.
2) For k > 2, max(2& -2, k) -2k -2, so our assumption about the precision of the quadrature is like that for the corresponding source linear boundary value problem. Besides that for k > 2 the estimate of the gap 6 is optimal in the sense that it does also hold for the classical finite element approximation (i.e. without numerical integration). For k = 1, max(2& -2,k) = 1, so we assume that the quadrature is exact for all the linear functions. For the corresponding source BVP the quadrature is assumed to be exact for constans only. Simultaneously for k = 1 the thesis of Theorem 1 states a slight loss in the order of convergence.
